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An Overview

In the dental field, the specialty of prosthodontics stands out as the frontline of
innovation, continually pushing the boundaries to enhance both function and aesthetics for
optimal oral rehabilitation [1]. Nothing matters if the aesthetics are good but the treatment
does not last long, or if the biomaterial is reliable but the patient is not fully satisfied
with the outcome. As technology advances and our understanding of oral health deepens,
prosthodontists are becoming increasingly adept at bridging the gap between form and
function, offering patients solutions that not only restore oral health but also improve
quality of life [2]. Of course, this requires the challenging need for the prosthodontist not
only to understand material science but also to be sufficiently skilled to use those materials
in an optimal way [3,4].

One of the most significant clinical advancements in recent years has been the integra-
tion of digital technology into prosthodontic practice. Digital scanning, computer-aided
design (CAD), and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) have revolutionized the way
dental prostheses are designed and fabricated [5]. Messy impression materials and extra
time spent in pouring stone-cast models after the patient leaves are now a thing of the past.
With digital workflows, we can now capture precise intraoral data, design custom restora-
tions with incomparable accuracy, and fabricate prostheses with remarkable efficiency [6].
This not only speeds up the treatment process but also ensures optimal fit, function, and
aesthetics for patients. It is a win-win situation that can only be fully achieved after a
dedicated learning curve and investment in adequate digital tools [7,8].

Selecting the most adequate digital tools for your dental office is, of course, a challenge.
It is not always possible to test all the machines that you want to have available to treat
your patients. Careful consideration of intra-oral scanners or desktop scanners, as well as
open-source software [9] and commercial licenses for CAD design, is important. Questions
like how to manufacture the structure you designed—via 3-axis milling machines, 5-axis
milling machines, 3D printers, or just sending it to a production center via a network—
need to be addressed [10]. Will everything be integrated as a closed system, or will each
component be purchased separately to create an open system? With the overflow of new
information and products, it is easy to become overwhelmed and not always able to keep
up with the speed of changes. What was true about digital dentistry five years ago may
not be fully applicable nowadays. There are even companies developing pay-per-use CAD
software that are cloud-based streaming services for the 3D design of dental structures [11].
It is not always mentioned, but the learning curve for digital dentistry starts before the first
contact with digital dentistry. Understanding the lab processes from the prosthetic devices
that you offer to your patients, the workflow of your dental practice, the nomenclature,
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and the possibilities of each apparatus are mandatory steps in avoiding headaches and
reducing mistakes. Notice that avoiding all mistakes is presumptuous; it is okay to make
mistakes if they do not harm anyone and do not stop your interest in digital dentistry
forever (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Digitalized model for a case study. With reduced steps, the impression and bite registration
can be conducted in a precise workflow and the computer can be used for data storage of each
virtual model.

From the previously mentioned manufacturing methods, the advent of 3D printing
has further expanded the possibilities in prosthodontics [12]. This technology enables the
rapid prototyping of dental prostheses, allowing for quick adjustments and modifications
as needed. Whether it is crafting intricate dental crowns, bridges, or even removable
dentures, 3D printing offers flexibility and customization, finally leading to better outcomes
for patients, especially when speed is required. Basic dental printers can be used to
manufacture surgical guides, models, mock-ups, and temporary or definitive composite
restorations. With different and more robust 3D printers, the possibilities are limitless,
and metal, ceramics, and biomaterials can also be manufactured in complex shapes and
with optimal properties. It is also claimed to be a cleaner technology in comparison to the
subtractive process, with less material consumption and waste [13]. Due to its accessibility
and versatile usage, it would not be a surprise to find a 3D printer in each dental office
soon (Figure 2).

In addition to technological advancements, there has been a notable shift towards
a more systemic approach to prosthodontic treatment. Prosthodontists are now placing
greater emphasis on considering the patient’s overall oral health instead of only aesthetic
goals when planning treatment [14]. This includes conventional factors such as occlusal
harmony, gingival health, and facial aesthetics, as well as reliable biomaterials, with “Green
line materials” typically referring to materials or products that are environmentally friendly
or sustainable. The idea is to use less hazardous materials, and more biocompatible
products, and provide our patients not only with an ideal oral rehabilitation but also with
the assurance that nothing will be released from the synthetic structure that is replacing
the missing tissues. It is not an easy task, as we already know. Sometimes the most
suitable material in terms of mechanical response is not the most adequate for fatigue,
stress concentration, and/or if considering the ion leakage over time as well as the possible
adverse reactions [15–17].
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In an overview, the current research and development in prosthetic materials trend
towards the introduction of advanced biomaterials that closely mimic the properties of
natural tissues. It is the era of bioinspired and biomimetic materials [18,19]. Bioinspired
materials are designed to mimic the structures or properties found in natural systems; they
take inspiration from biological structures, such as teeth, bones, or shells, to create synthetic
materials with similar characteristics [18]. For dental applications, bioinspired materials
may replicate the microstructure or mechanical properties of natural teeth to improve
the performance and longevity of dental restorations, such as inlays, onlays, crowns,
or implants. Biomimetic materials go beyond mere imitation of natural structures and
actively interact with biological systems [19]. These materials are designed to completely
integrate with biological tissues or processes, promoting tissue regeneration or enhancing
physiological functions. In dentistry, biomimetic materials aim to mimic the behavior and
properties of natural teeth, not only in terms of structure but also in terms of response to
stimuli and interaction with the surrounding oral environment. Of course, some of them
may be purely merchandising for commercial strategy, but the concept is real, and the
future of it is bright for patient-specific healthcare.

In conclusion, the specialty of prosthodontics is undergoing a thrilling phase of
innovation and advancement. Combining the power of 3D printing and smart bioin-
spired/biomimetic materials, prosthodontists can shift treatment methodologies toward
top-quality individualized healthcare. All of that is without mentioning the integration of
artificial intelligence in the designing and manufacturing process [20]. As we enthusiasti-
cally embrace these groundbreaking developments, we edge closer to realizing the ultimate
objective of restoring oral health and elevating the quality of life for patients across the
globe. The question remains: are we ready to adapt to these paradigm shifts, or risk falling
into obsolescence?
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